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PRESS RELEASE 10th of August 2005




VERENN’S DEBUT EP AWAKE AWAKES INTEREST AROUND EUROPE
The title track conquers radio playlists in Britain and Germany, the video Destination Changed to international distribution

Modern guitar rock band Verenn released their debut EP titled Awake in June. In short time the release has gathered a great deal of positive attention around Europe: the British radio station Total Rock and German stations Burn FM and Net Radio One have added the title track Awake to their A-playlists, and the EP has received positive reviews and feedback on Internet music sites, both in Finland and elsewhere in Europe. 

In addition to the traditional distribution and media channels, Verenn is made known in the circles of those into extreme sports. The adrenaline-filled Awake works as the soundtrack for Destination Changed, a video filmed by Finnish free ski-  and diving enthusiasts. The video has been elected among the 20 finalists in the world’s biggest ski film contest Vast Awards, which means that Destination Changed together with Verenn will be released on “Vast Awards DVD”, 300 000 copies of which will be distributed internationally by 9 biggest new school ski magazines in the world! 

Even before the success in Vast Awards the crazy video – it features e.g. skiing on the dunes of Sahara and in the bottom of the Red Sea! - has spread widely: it has been downloaded about 25 000 times world-wide.  Destination Changed can be downloaded at www.superstarcollective.com/destination.

All in all, the prospects for the Verenn debut album (to be released in 2006) are promising. The first single from the album is to be released in early 2006. 

More information and history about Verenn can be found on the band’s homepage: www.verenn.com. Awake can be bought via Matara Music web pages (www.mataramusic.com).


The Awake EP consists of three songs on the record: a straight-forward kick-ass rock piece Awake, a midtempo groove rock Pilot, and Nobody Wins, which combines metal elements with delicate beauty in a fashion typical to Verenn. These machine-flavoured rock tunes are fruits of the long collaboration and friendship of Mikko and Jussi: Jussi creates the musical base for the sound of Verenn in the spirit of heavy metal tradition, and Mikko then adds his own poprock input to the mix with his vocals and lyrics.

Matara Music behind the release of Awake

Awake EP was released by Matara Music, an independent Finnish record label, which was born on the basis of the band collective behind Verenn and another band called Maplesnow. The company ideology relies strongly on the idea of do-it-yourself: interesting, alternative methods are constantly sought to support and supplement the traditional procedures of running bands and record labels. Matara Music’s next display of power will be the release of Maplesnow’s new EP Deepest Dive in the beginning of September.


